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Prognostics and Health Management in the Cloud:
An Introduction
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Outline
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● Why you would like to learn about PHM in the Cloud
● Introduction to Google cloud and its benefits
● Walkthrough of GCP related tools 
● Demonstration of a model-based PHM Example on the cloud
● Closing remarks
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Motivation for PHM

● All engineered systems will eventually degrade or fail

● Maintenance is key to increase uptime and safety, 

arrange for spare parts, reduce loss of life and property, 

and minimize maintenance costs

● Types of Maintenance

○ Reactive maintenance

○ Scheduled maintenance

○ Predictive maintenance, a.k.a. prognostics and health 

management (PHM)

33
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Motivation for this Tutorial
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1. Share our experience using Cloud as a development environment
2. Invite PHM Society audience to see Cloud as a tool that is here to stay and key for all to know how to 

use to remain relevant
3. Expand your engineering and scientific ambitions by seeing what is possible using cloud today and 

what is coming in the future
4. Share an example of the many possibilities available to you to deploy a production ready system in a 

cloud environment
5. Give you an idea of what a modern data analytics development environment looks like and relate to:

a. PHM data driven development
b. PHM physics modeling development
c. Hybrid use of data, physics, operational and other subject matter expert knowledge
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Some Things That We Will Not Cover 
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● Cloud cyber-security concerns the audience might have
○ Not the intention of this talk but we can discuss offline
○ Advising you on how to work with your company policies related data security for PHM

● Topics related to IIoT/Edge in the cloud from the pure IIoT side
○ Our demo works with IIoT aspects but we will not cover here
○ There is a world of new developments at industrial grade and lots of promise for PHM

● We care about science and engineering in PHM and all the information here is towards that
○ Cannot advise you on how to architect your company or individual solution in this tutorial (Software 

Engineering side)
○ But we can certainly discuss offline or at our discretion if it enriches the tutorial experience
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Google Cloud Walkthrough

Sources of Information:
● https://cloud.google.com/
● Console: https://console.cloud.google.com
● Docs: https://cloud.google.com/docs/

https://cloud.google.com/
https://console.cloud.google.com/
https://cloud.google.com/docs/
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Powered by Open Source
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Physics-Based PHM in the Cloud: An Example
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Facts About Our Tutorial
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Our intention is NOT to give you code that you can copy and paste and the run your own cloud PHM 
solution

Our intention is NOT to make you an expert on cloud development

Our intention is to start opening the eyes to this community, that cloud is real, it is here to stay and more 
importantly is the not only the way of the future, it is the “now”.

- If you are student, this is what you want to learn
- If you are a mid-career person, and you want to expand your expertise, this is what you would like to 

do
- Project manager - the same 
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Designing/Transitioning Custom PHM Applications in the Cloud
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● Design the application as a collection of cloud services, or APIs 
○ Expose underlying functions as services that can be leveraged independently
○ Combine services into composite services or applications
○ These services are “stateless”
○ Read in and return information in JSON format

● Decouple the data from the application
○ Can store and process data on any public or private cloud instance
○ Helps with performance, as database reads/writes have latency

● Consider communications between application components
○ Optimize communications between application components as communication over internet introduces 

latency
○ E.g., combine communications into a single stream of data or a group of messages, rather than constantly 

communicating as if the application components reside on a single platform
● Model and design for performance and scaling

○ In some instances, cloud services provide auto scaling capabilities
○ Orchestration platforms such as Kubernetes can help with this as well

■ Automatic deployment, scaling, and management of containerized applications

Ref: https://techbeacon.com/enterprise-it/5-steps-building-cloud-ready-application-architecture

https://techbeacon.com/enterprise-it/5-steps-building-cloud-ready-application-architecture
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Diagnostics
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PHM Basics
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● PHM consists of 5 steps:

● Data-driven and physics-based approaches can be used to answer each of the 5 questions

Anomaly Detection

Is something wrong 
with my system?

Fault 
Isolation

What is wrong with my 
system?

Degradation 
Quantification

How bad is the 
damage?

Decision 
Making

What can be done to 
mitigate the effects of 

the fault? 

Remaining Useful 
Life Prediction

How much time do I have to 
do something about the fault 

before the system loses 
functionality?
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State-of-the-art in PHM (Notional)
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Physics-based 
Approaches

Anomaly Detection
(e.g., Z-test)

Fault Isolation
(e.g., filtering or 

state-estimation + 
search)

Degradation 
Quantification

(e.g., filtering or 
state-estimation)

RUL Prediction
(e.g., simulation, 

open-loop filtering - 
only predict, no 

update)

Decision Making
(e.g., Partially 

observable Markov 
Decision Process)

Data 
Requirement

Algorithm 
Complexity

Maturity

Data-driven 
Approaches

Anomaly Detection
(e.g., single-class 

classifiers)

Fault Isolation
(e.g., multi-class 

classification)

Degradation 
Quantification

(e.g., regression, 
object detection)

RUL Prediction
(e.g.,future 
predictions,

CNNs)

Decision Making
(e.g., Reinforcement 

Learning)

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    High

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    High

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Low
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Case Study ー A 3-Pump IIoT Testbed
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● The System
○ 3 DC Motor Pumps
○ 3 Flow meters

● Inputs:
○ Controlled Pump Speed for 

each pump
● Outputs: 

○ Flow rate out of each pump
● Faults:

○ Loss of efficiency in each of 
the three pumps

○ Faults are single and 
persistent

● End-of-life condition
○ When the output flow of any 

pump dips below 0.15 units 
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Our Physics-Based PHM Architecture
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Residual Generation for Fault Detection 
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Timeline

Fault 
Identification

Fault 
Injection

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Isolation

RUL 
Prediction

Faulty Model 
Observer

● Observer based on nominal model estimates 
nominal behavior as a reference

○ E.g., Kalman filter, particle filter
○ Uses state-space model of nominal system
○ Predict and update steps

Nominal System
# State transition model

def state_transition_nominal(x, dt, params, inputs):

   dt = dt * 1.15e-2

   i1, w1, i2, w2, i3, w3 = x

   L1, R1, k1, J1, B1, L2, R2, k2, J2, B2, L3, R3, k3, J3, B3 = params

   Vs1, Vs2, Vs3 = inputs

   di1 = (1/L1) * (Vs1 - R1 * i1 - k1 * w1) * dt + i1

   dw1 = (1/J1) * (k1 * i1 - B1 * w1) * dt + w1

   di2 = (1/L2) * (Vs2 - R2 * i2 - k2 * w2) * dt + i2

   dw2 = (1/J2) * (k2 * i2 - B2 * w2) * dt + w2

   di3 = (1/L3) * (Vs3 - R3 * i3 - k3 * w3) * dt + i3

   dw3 = (1/J3) * (k3 * i3 - B3 * w3) * dt + w3

   return [di1, dw1, di2, dw2, di3, dw3]

# Observation model

def observation_model_nominal(x, dt, params, inputs):

   return [x[1], x[3], x[5]]
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Fault Detection and Symbol Generation
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Timeline

Fault 
Identification

Fault 
Injection

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Isolation

RUL 
Prediction

Faulty Model 
Observer

● Residual = observed sensor value - estimated 
sensor values

○ Nominally residual is approximately zero
● Fault detected when residual deviation from zero 

to statistically significant
● Usually there is a delay between fault occurrence 

and fault detection 
○ This delay is typically not avoidable

● Once fault detected, measurements ⇒ symbols
○ 0 (at nominal), + (above nominal), - (below nominal)

Variance 
Estimation

Mean 
Estimation

Delay Buffer

k
Fault Detection Time

N1 N2

-0
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Fault Detection and Symbol Generation ー 3-Pump IIoT Testbed

28
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Fault Isolation - Matching Residual Symbols with Fault Signatures

29

Timeline

Fault 
Identification

Fault 
Injection

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Isolation

RUL 
Prediction

Faulty Model 
Observer

● Fault signatures are qualitative predictions of how 
residuals will change in response to a fault

○ SMEs can help generate fault signatures
○ Information also captured in nominal 

system model
○ Can be generated using simulation

Pump 1 Flow Symbol: -0

Fault Signature Matrix

Fault \ Measurement Pump 1 Flow Pump 2 Flow Pump 3 Flow

Pump 1 Degrading -0 00 00

Pump 2 Degrading 00 -0 00

Pump 3 Degrading 00 00 -0
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Degradation Modeling and Fault Identification

30

Timeline

Fault 
Identification

Fault 
Injection

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Isolation

RUL 
Prediction

Faulty Model 
Observer

● Unexpected change in system components
○ Modeled as parameter changes
○ E.g., dk1/dt = 0,        when nominal

                     = △k1,  otherwise

● Faults assumed to be 
○ Single faults
○ Incipient and persistent

Degraded System - Pump 1 Faulty
# State transition model with faulty param included as additional 

state 

# variable

def state_transition_k1_fault(x, dt, params, inputs):

   dt = dt * 1.15e-2

   i1, w1, i2, w2, i3, w3, k1 = x

   L1, R1, J1, B1, L2, R2, k2, J2, B2, L3, R3, k3, J3, B3 = params

   Vs1, Vs2, Vs3 = inputs

   di1 = (1/L1) * (Vs1 - R1 * i1 - k1 * w1) * dt + i1

   dw1 = (1/J1) * (k1 * i1 - B1 * w1) * dt + w1

   di2 = (1/L2) * (Vs2 - R2 * i2 - k2 * w2) * dt + i2

   dw2 = (1/J2) * (k2 * i2 - B2 * w2) * dt + w2

   di3 = (1/L3) * (Vs3 - R3 * i3 - k3 * w3) * dt + i3

   dw3 = (1/J3) * (k3 * i3 - B3 * w3) * dt + w3

   dk1 = 0 * dt + k1

   return [di1, dw1, di2, dw2, di3, dw3, dk1]

# Observation model

def observation_model_k1_fault(x, dt, params, inputs):

   return [x[1], x[3], x[5]]
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Degradation Modeling and Fault Identification ー 3-Pump IIoT Testbed

31
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Remaining Useful Life Prediction - Some Basics
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Timeline

Fault 
Identification

Fault 
Injection

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Isolation

RUL 
Prediction

Faulty Model 
Observer

● We are specifically interested in predicting 
failure states

○ EOL = end of life (time to failure)
○ RUL = remaining useful life (time until failure)

● Define a threshold function that partitions 
state-space into non-failure and failure-states

○                      → {true, false}
○ That is, Tf(x(k)) returns true when it is a failure 

state, false otherwise
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Remaining Useful Life Prediction
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Timeline

Fault 
Identification

Fault 
Injection

Fault 
Detection

Fault 
Isolation

RUL 
Prediction

Faulty Model 
Observer

● Prediction involves simulating degraded system 
model with hypothesized or known future inputs

● Sample from the state and parameter and 
simulate each sample forward till RUL criteria is 
fulfilled

● Initial conditions are very important
● Weighted mean of EOLs give mean EOL

Hypothesized inputs
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RUL Prediction ー 3-Pump IIoT Testbed
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tP = 160 s 
EOL = 162 s 
RUL = 2 s

tP = 180 s
EOL = 537 s 
RUL = 357 s

tP = 260 s
EOL = 545 s 
RUL = 285 s
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RUL Prediction ー 3-Pump IIoT Testbed
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tP = 280 s 
EOL = 492 s 
RUL = 212 s

tP = 340 s
EOL = 458 s 
RUL = 118 s

tP = 380 s
EOL = 425 s 
RUL = 45 s
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RUL Prediction ー 3-Pump IIoT Testbed
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tP = 400 s
EOL = 451 s 
RUL = 51 s
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Wrapping Up...
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Closing Remarks
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● What is Cloud
● Benefits of Cloud 
● How Cloud can help PHM
● What is available in GCP
● Custom algorithms in GCP
● Example of a PHM Solution on the Cloud
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PHM in the Cloud Status (Notional)
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Physics-based 
Approaches

Anomaly Detection
(e.g., Z-test)

Fault Isolation
(e.g., filtering or 

state-estimation + 
search)

Degradation 
Quantification

(e.g., filtering or 
state-estimation)

RUL Prediction
(e.g., simulation, 

open-loop filtering - 
only predict, no 

update)

Decision Making
(e.g., Partially 

observable Markov 
Decision Process)

Data 
Requirement

Algorithm 
Complexity

Maturity

Data-driven 
Approaches

Anomaly Detection
(e.g., single-class 

classifiers)

Fault Isolation
(e.g., multi-class 

classification)

Degradation 
Quantification

(e.g., regression, 
object detection)

RUL Prediction
(e.g.,future 
predictions,

CNNs)

Decision Making
(e.g., Reinforcement 

Learning)

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    High

Low                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    High

High                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Low
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